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A Beach Too Far

With the euphoria of last years trip to Prance still in the ail?, my

planning through the winter for this year developed the most grandiose

proportions. One argument that I used went along the line, *It we could

sail 300 miles in one week last year, then if I take three weeks this

year I should sail 900 miles."! I knew this to be far-fetched at the time

but I stubbornly continued with this as my working premise and spent a

lot of time studying charts for sea areas as far away from 3xmouth as

South Walesl It seemed quite straightforward on paper, with my plan for

a northerly wind as far as the Scilly Isles, a southerly to Pembroke, and

a westerly to Bristoll It is surprising to think that I was quite serious

about this scheme almost up to the proposed date of leaving at the end of

May. I even managed to feel disappointed when Ted (with whom I sailed last

year) rang a few wekks before our departure to cut his intention of two

weeks sailing with me down to one. This was a shame, but a quick revision

of the plan showed that I could keep most of it in tact by sailing non-

stop to the Scillies, rest for a day, then non-stop to Bristol. Each leg

being about 200 miles, three days for each leg and we could fit it into

a week. Ted agreed to all this and we fixed our departure for 2nd. June.

I sailed the boat across to Brixham on the Bankj:holiday at the end

of May, as a way of getting on with the job. I arrived at mid-day, having

made a fast trip of just five hours, which left me the rest of the day

to relax in the sun and listen to England winning the last one-day cricket

match against the West Indies!

The weather always presents the unknown quantity when devising a plan

of this nature. Being quite unpredictable, it tends to make any pre-plan-

ing feel pointless. For at least a month before sailing to Brixham the

weather pattern had been one of a dependable high pressure picture, with

all the low pressure systems being pushed far to the north of the British

Isles, giving the whole country a steady northerly airflow. It was with

great forbbdinggthat I watched the weather change completely during the

following week to a much more wintry style: a series of low pressure

cyclones marching up the Ohannel and across the Irish Sea, which threw my

whole scheme into disarray. It would be ludicrous to try and sail that

kind of distance into the wind without a rest, for now we would have strong

south-westerlies to contend with. The plan became simplified further to

sailing as far as we could each day, finding a place to stop each night,

and just seeing what happened.



We set off from Brixham at 2 o'clock on the afternoon of Sunday 2nd.

June, the boat crammed with a carload of gear. There was a moderate south-

erly breeze which was stirring up a few white horses in Torbay. It was an

overcast day and the sky looked threatening as we rounded the breakwater

and felt the sea for the first time. The shook of cold water when you jump
into a pool is something you can predict but never prepare for, and so it

was with us when the boat heeled and the first dollop of sea came over the

bow as we crunched into the waves, sending us scurrying for the reefing
lines and our waterproofs.

We soon settled down, rounded Berry Head and closed up to the wind
on the starboard tack, heading south at a slight angle away from the shore,

the sea bumpy but manageable. We held this couree for several hours until

we'd opened up the River Dart and could tack into Start Bay, which we did
makig for Blackpool Sands and Strete Head. We tacked again close inshore
and held a course parallel with the shoreline all the way to the Start.

There is low ground and plenty of sand along this coast, and would be ideal
for beaching but it was not very inviting when we sailed past, being grey
and dull-looking and rather bleak beneath a low sky and wet mizzley atmos-

phere.

We rounded the Start at 17.30 with a mixture of feelings; the natural

elation of turning the corner out of Lyme Bay being chilled by the forbidd-
ing prospect of the coastline ahead: high cliffs dropping straight into

a black sea from a low, heavy sky, and the whole of the English Channel
and the Atlantic now open before us, all adding up to a sudden feeling of

great vulnerability.

We tacked inshore after rounding the Black Stone and took a closer

look at the lighthouse and buildings, some of which looked derelict. One

had become undermined by a rockalide and had collapsed down the cliff-face,

leaving the rear wall still standing right on the very edge of the cliff.

We beat along this coast, from the Start to Prawle Point for the next three

hours, which is a distance of Just three and a half miles. The change of

tidal stream from ebb to flood for this part of the Channel was 20.00 hours,

but around the Start and Prawle Point, the change of stream occurs three

hours before the change out in the Channel proper (or so I have since
found out!), which explains our slow progress and the fact that, by the

time we did round Prawle Point, the light was starting to go. We were both
tired, and the thought of sailing on all night was not very appealing, but

looked like a distinct possibility if we couldn't find somewhere to park
fairly quickly. It was quite fortuitous that we Just happened to be sail-
ing past a place as we were discussing our options.

Just half a mile north of Prawle Point is a little cove formed by a

headland Jutting out, called Gammon Head. Ted immediately spied this as

the place to head for. It proved to be the perfect anchorage, with the



high cliff of Gammon Head giving shelter to a deep narrow basin with a

sandy beach at the top. We arrived on the top of the tide so it wan a simple

thing to beach the boat and sleep out on the sand.

It was a very comfortable night followed by a civilised morning - a

bright, sunny sky and a gentle southerly blowing. We even had time for

washing up after a good breakfast as we waited for the boat to float at

9.30.

We emerged from the cove at around ten o'clock, by which time the

wind had veered to a gentle breeze from the south west that did increase

and became fresh by the afternoon. We sailed out on a course just west of

south, passing Bolt Head on the westerl$ tip of Salcombe harbour, about

two miles off. We then tacked and came into Bigbury Bay, leaving Bolt Tail

a mile to the east, and fetching the coast about a mile to the west of the

mouth of the River Erme. It was now after mid-day, and while I cooked some

lunch, I had a chance to admire Ted's unorthodox sailing technique.

He is beating along the coast from the mouth of the Erme to Hillsea

Point, just east of the mouth of the River Yealm. He takes up a precarious

pnrbh astride the side deck, one foot planted inside the boat on the floor-

board and the other dangling over the side, with which he kicks at the sea

whenever it comes near. We sail along at an extreme angle with the main

sheet lying in the scuppers on the leeward side. Whenever the boat catches

a gust, or takes a wave hard and heels over too much, he leans across the

cockpit to find the sheet, pulling himself inboard by hauling on the tiller,

which bears the boat away from the wind, and so she tips up even more.

Having found the sheet, he flicks it out of the jammer and lets it fly,

bringing the boat back upright with a whoosh. If he gets back to his seat

in time we'll stay on the same tack, because he takes the tiller with him

wherever he goes, but if he decides to stay on the other aide, admiring

the view, then the jib will back and the boat will come round completely.

As he settles down on his new perch he'll say, "Ah, I think we'll tack",

and, with the tiller extension across his lap, he stamps on a few waves

that come close while humming to himself and chivvying me on with the

dinner.

It was four o'clock before we were in a position to cross Plymouth

Sound. We came in around the Mew Stone and up towards the breakwater be-

fore we crossed into Cawsand Bay on the west side. There was very little

traffic; we saw just one ferry that came out ahead of us, and a warship,

that came out briefly and then went back in again.

Cawsands has a steep and stoney beach, but it is a safe anchorage

from westerly winds, and thereeare several moorings, one of which we tied

up-to whilst we cleaned the boat and wondered about how to go ashore,

leaving the boat safe, but accessible. It was only by observing some yacht



tenders that we solved the problem. A buttress of rock juts out into the
bay, on top of which stands part of the village, and this rock splits as.
it comes down to the sea, forming a deep cleft on the inside of which a
flight of steps has been cut, and the tenders moored up to these steps. -t

We rowed in between the two claws of rock and dropped the anchor over the
stern, having first removed the warp from the chain and attached a float
instead. We passed a long line through the end shackle just below the float Z
and fastened one end to the stern of the boat and the other to the bow,
Having rowed ashore and disembarked, we could haul the boat back to the
float and tie the bight off to the ring at the top of the steps. Simple, t
but it does take a lot of rope to have enough scope for the tide. We had
all the spare lines in the boat tied together, including the anchor warpl

There was good ale and good food to be had in Cawsands, after which
we returnrd to the boat and rowed her out to a spare mooring, where we
performed those agonising and convoluted evolutions necessary to sleep
comfortably in a small boat.

The following morning was very still and clear, but with streaks of
cloud drawn out by the jet stream, which is so often the sign of heavy
weather to follow. Indeed, the synopsis on the shipping forecast spoke of
a depression coming across southern Ireland. We set off immediately,
rowing out of the bay towards Penlee Point, breakfasting as we did so.
We rounded the Point at about seven o'clock, and as we did, the wind came
in very gently from the east and we could hoist the sails, putting up both
jibs, the second one on the spinnaker halliard. We ran like this down to
Rame Head, with both jibs filling, which gave us cause for celebration,
and we celebrated further as chart 1613 '3ddystone Rocks to Berry Head'
was put away and the next chart was broken out, number 1267 'Palmouth to
Plymouth'.

The weather followed a typical pattern of falling pressure and app-
roaching fronts, the clouds building up and dropping lower during the
morning with the wind veering to the south, giving us an easy reach across
Whitsand Bay. By mid-day, we were three or four miles south of Powey, as
the wind veered further round to the south-west and increased to a stiffish
breeze.

We opted here to carry on and make for Palmouth. Although the wind
was against us and the weather breaking, there didn't feel to be a lot of
venom in it - as yet, anyway. It was hard going into a n uncomfortable sea,
especially round Dodman Point where the waves built up quite short on
account of the tide race. As we crossed the bay beyond, the visibility
closed in and the rain ahead of the wart front came towards us from the
west. We met the rain as we were approaching Gdll Rock, off Nare Head, -

a sharp ehower, thankfully shortlived.

We tied up to the town quay in Palmouth at 19.30, feeling pleased



with ourselves for having 'done' a hole chart, nearly forty miles, giving
an average speed of just over thre knote. For the last part of the nail

we had been able to check our progress against a yacht of about 35 feet

that had come out of Powey using engine power and rounded Dodman Point 7

ahead of us. Once round the Point, he hoisted hie sails and put out t* sea, 

tacking again a mile or so off shore as we came roughly abeam of him. The

conditions were rough and the visibility poor but we managed to track him X

for the ten miles to Palmouth, arriving in harbour about half an hour after

him. 
Palmouth felt very exciting because of the great variety of boats

there; from old Scandinavian gaff ketches, heavy a nd rugged, and tradi-

tional west country gaffer. with very tall rigs a nd slender delicate-look-

ing spars, to very modern aingle-handed ocean racers.

The cold front came in at midnight - lashing rain with a gale of wind

behind it that didn't let up until the following morning at about 11 o'

c clock. By that time, we were both saturated and sheltering in a launderette

whilst our clothes and sleeping bags:.dried out. The enforced idleness of

being bound in harbour as very difficult to put up with; so much so that,
although the wind didn't moderate sufficiently until mid afternoon, we aet

off at about 4 o'clock, aiming to round the Lizard, fifteen miles to the
south, with a stiff south-westerly and very heavy seas against us. We made

good progress across Palmouth Bay and past the mouth of the Helford River

and were soon approaching the Manacles, a large reef six miles due south

of Palmouth, stretching a mile off shore between Pencra Head and Lowland

Point. We opted to sail close inshore to avoid a detour, keeping a.sharp

lookout and pin-pointing the spouts of white water that would appear when-

ever a wave broke over an unseen rock.

As we made towards Black Head from Lowland Point, the seas became

C very steep indeed until it was as much as the boat could cope with to

battle on into them. We were plunging up and down, shipping a great deal

of water. We could now see Lizard Point some five miles away, - a low grey

mass shrouded in mist and rather forbidding, making us wonder about the

advisibility of going on. The tide race that stretches some two miles

south of the Lizard would be very hazardous considering the general sea

atate, added to which there were only a few hours of daylight left. Once

round the Point, there would be four miles of lee shore to negotiate before

opening the bay towards Penzance. It all seemed to be telling us to wait

till tomorrow and, having decided upon this, we set about looking for some-

where to stop the night.

we initially looked in at Cadgwith, a small bay just a mile and a

half north of the Lizard, but we found the wind shadow too great and could

not get in. It is a small bay with ateep, high cliffs either side and a

steep shingle and rock beach at the head. Anchoring close to the rocks, as
we would have had to, was not an appealing thought, especially with a sea



running, so we ran a mile north to Kennack Cove which showed eand on the

chart. We approached the beach steadily enough, main down, anchor ready.

Suddenly, about fifty yards off the beach, we were hurled forward as we

met the surf and we weaved from side to aide as the water overrode the

rudder blade. Portunately, the main *as already stowed. I let the jib sheet

fly and Ted let go the anchor to try and check our progress without pulling

us into a broach, but we still came in at an alarming speed. At the last

minute, Ted threw himself forward over the bow, using his body to fend the

boat off. We quickly turned the boat round so her bows faced the sea and

she wouldn't swamp, and tried to steady her with a couple of stern lines

taken up the beaoh and tied off onto rocks. We had three hours to go to

high tide at midnight and the light was failing fast, so we took turns to

tend the boat whilst we cooked supper. The beach, though mainly sand, was

strewn with rocks which we tried to clear ahead of the boat as she came

up the beach, and we had quite a fraught time of it until finally the tide

started to ebb.

We had taken our sleeping bags and the radio up to the top of the

beach. Ted settled down quickly, but I found myself still wide awake. I

wanted to catch the forecast at half past midnight, so I thought I'd take

a last look round the boat before turning in.

I was surprised, as I shone the torch into the boat, to see how dry

she was. We had shipped a lot of water over the stern as we landed, and

once we'd turned her round with her stern uphill the water was above the

floorboards at the front, lapping against the forward bulkhead. Now there

was none and she looked quite dry. Alarm bells started to ring in my head

as I suddenly put the torch down and desperately shoved gear out of the

way and pulled the floorboards back, to find my worst fears realised. I

found two parallel splits in the hull about eighteen inches long on the

starboard side just aft of the mast, with a heap of sand a 11 around,

bubbling with water as the last of the tide receding outside the hull

sucked miserably in and out. I felt sick. Flakes of paint had come off and

sand was oozing in through the wound, and I felt ashamed. I scooped up

what sand I could with the bailer and threw it in disgust over the side

before making my way back up the beach to wake Ted.

While we let the implications of holing the boat sink in, we listened

to the shipping forecast, which did nothing to cheer us up. Yet another

low pressure system was coming up west Ireland, which was becoming complex

with a secondary forming to the south of it. We had twelve to twenty-four

hours before the weather would become very unsettled. There were gale

warnings out all around the south west. We had to get the boat back in the

water on the next high tide, or face the possibility of being stranded for

several days.

With this thought to spur us on, we immediately emptied the boat com-



pletely of all gear, making a big pile at the top of the beach. We slept
then until dawn, when we set about careening the boat and patching the hull.

We found further damage aft on the port side, at the point of the
rear bulkhead; a smaller impact, no doubt lessened by the bulkhead. The
centreboard was jammed in it's case by pebbles and the slot was damaged,
being closed at the middle.

The obvious thing was to patch the hull using patches cut from the

floorboards, but, although I had a fair tool kit, There was nothing to

cut the wood with, so while Ted freed the centreboard, I set off in search

of a saw. As luck would have it, at the top of the hill I found a camp
site and I soon tracked down the manager on his early morning round, who

was kind enough to lend me his pruning saw.

We sandwiched the damaged parts of the hull with patches on both sides
screwed tight together from the outside, with plenty Of Mastic between the

patches and the hull. Although the day was bright and sunny, the jet stream

was filling with streaks of cloud, indicating the weather to come, and we
worked very intently.

The saw was returned with thanks, the boat re-stowed with the sails

up, rudder and tiller on and oars at the ready with ten minutes to spare
before the boat floated. With waterproofs and life-jackets on, we waited,
eyeing the surf and counting the interval between the big waves, thankful
for the offshore wind. As soot as she could slide, we ran her headlong
into the sea. With the sea up to my waist, I scrambled in over the side,

grabbed the oars and rowed hard as Ted came in over the stern, hauled the
rudder down and sailed the boat. There were a few hairy moments when she

stood on end as big waves broke just ahead. One wave she ploughed straight

through, water breaking over my head and into Ted's lap. But we were soon

through the surf and away, laughing and heading for the Helford, though

Ted did have a few words to say about,the fact that we'd cut up the floor-

board on his side of the boat!

We made the Helford by 5 o'clock, and moored to a floating pontoon

used mainly by yacht tenders, being very convenient for the village of
Helford and the pub, where we were soon ensconced, feeling much relieved.

The patch by the mast step was good; it only took a minute and a half

to pump the bilge dry after a five hour sail, but we were less hopeful

about the other one. We found the rear tank to be nearly half full of water.
However, we remained cheerful, thankful that things were no worse, and now

aiming to plod back slowly, keeping the wind behind us, and maybe make
Plymouth by the end of the week.

We turned in early, as usual, and, as usual, I lay awake for some time,

long enough to hear the people returning from the pub and clomping about
on the pontoon as they located their tenders. One party I remember pushed

off and were in the throes of starting the outboard when they drifted close



by, and I heard one of the ladies shush the othere.

Ted is a very sound sleeper. He can sleep anywhere at the drop of a

hat, and relishes every opportunity to do so.

"Listen", the lady said, with a note of disbelief in her voice. "There

are people in therelw

There was a pause before I heard the engine being quietly stowed and

the paddles broken out, and they moved out into the river having a hushed

conversation about degrees of reality.

Our degree of reality was brought home in the very early hours of the

morning when the wind picked up to the expected gale blowing straight up

the river. This took me by surprise, having moored us to the wrong side

of the pontoon. Quite a sharp chop developed which tossed the pontoon about,

and at every leap would jerk the boat into it with a crash. This caused

the water in the slowly filling bilge to squirt up around the edges of the

floorboard and saturate our sleeping bags. I lay very still lest even the

slightest movement should fracture what brittle warmth my body had. Even-

tually, I managed to overcome the blank stupor of my brain and crawl out

from under the canopy into the driving rain. I walked the boat round to

the leeward side of the pontoon and tied her off on a long bow-line. I was

even wetter and colder after this, but at least I'd removed my anxiety

over the safety of the boat, which is what was really keepi4g me awake.

By 9.30, the rain had stopped and we gratefully de-camped, setting

up on the landing stage of the Helford ferry just nearby, where we hung

our bags and clothes up on the hand rails to dry a nd cooked some break-

fast. We really did look like a couple of vagabonds by this time.

By early aftermoon, the wind had eased to a manageable breeze and we

made our way across to St. Mawes on the east side of the River Pal, opp-

osite to Palmouth Harbour. We found a lovely anchorage, surrounded by

steeply-banked fields, open to the beach, allowing the sheep to graze the

seaweed. Ted became quite dreamy-eyed, longing for a beach to run his own

sheep on. Apparently, the salt is very good for their feet.

The next day brought a new variety of weather-to entertain us, ix the

form of a sea fog, the moisture being brought in by the gentle to moderate

south westerly breeze. The visibility was down to 400 yards.

We left the Pal at 7 o'clock, heading east, intent simply to make as

much ground as possible. Again there were gale warniLgs out arocnndthe

south west, and we reasoned that when the fog began to clear would be the

time to find shelter. In the event, we made Powey by midday, with a full

gale an hour behind us.

The coast between Palmouth and Powey is made up of a series of bays:

Gerrans Bay, Veryan Bay, Mevagissey and St. Austell, each having a distance

of three or four miles between headlands. The policy we adopted was to sail

along bearing lines, making from one headland to the next like giant step-
ping stones. This was my first experience of sa iling in fog



It wan quite unnerving, being so out off, even though we were never more

than a mile off shore. There wan always a great sense of relief whenever

the next headland loomed up.

We cut across St. Austell bay and rounded Gribben Head with the wind

now a fresh breeze and increasing steadily. The entrance to Powey harbour

ls narrow with a rapidly shelving sea bed, giving rise to steep seas which

make for an exciting run in, especially as we sailed by the lee to get

around Polruan headland.

We managed to tie up to the Powey landing stage on our second attempt..

We ran past and beat back to start with, and came in very nicely until,

Just at the last minute, when we were about to stop on shore, something

went wrong. The jib backed, and she fell away with frightening speed and

went tearing downwind, the pair of us crouching in the bottom of the boat

with the boom crashing from side to side overhead, as we weaved desperately

through the great stack of moorings, trying not to hit anythingl

It happened that we had arrived in Powey on the day of their annual

regatta, which took the form of a series of races between five Captains

Gigs. These are long, slender wooden boats with six oarsmen and a cox. The

start line was off the jetty, and they would row from out there to the

harbour mouth and back. The weather was atrocious; by now, a full gale

with rain driving straight up the river. The races went on regardless. We

watched from the town quay, cheering them on as they hauled into the wind,

the boats stopping dead after each stroke. As the y made their way down

river they disappeared into a mist of rain being blown at 35 knots directly

up river, whipping up a very nasty sea within the harbour. The sea outside

the harbour was piled up into a wild backdrop, against which it was hard

to make the gigs out at all. After each race there would be a complete

change of oars, either lighter or heavier, to suit the new crew.

We stayed ashore until 7.30, by which time the weather ha d moderated

considerably, so we took the boat across to the visitors' moorings on the

Polruan side of the harbour. The moorings there are all fore a nd aft, so

once we had tied up with at least seven yards of rope out either end, we

looked like a bead on a fishing line.

We woke to a fresh breeze, forecast to increase to a full gale by

midday. As we ate breakfast, we watched a yacht enter harbour a nd moor

up to the jettyi, so we straight away sailed over to get a first-hand report

on the conditions outside. They'd had a rough passage from Looe, taking

five hours to cover the eight miles. The wind, they thought, was gusting

to a six, with a rough sea all coming from the south-west.

We tacked down the river to where the sea was piled up in the harbour

mouth, looking fairly forbidding. We tacked right across to the light

tower on the Powey side to give ourselves enough sea room to round the

Polruan headland, which was a dead lee shore. We had the small jib and one



reef in the main, which proved just right as we ca me onto a close reach,

taking the waves just ahead of the beam. She went out like a bird, We eased

off as we rounded the headland, to a fine reach, and with the waves now on

the starboard quarter, we kept about half a mile off shore as far as Looe

Island or thereabouts, then cut across Whitaand Bay to round Rame Head and

into Plymouth& an. overall distance of 22 miles. We were concerned about

the weather worsening too noon, which was a good reason for staying inshore,

from where we could reach Looe or r if needs be. I had to concentrate

to keep our distance off, though the temptation was always to either run

down the face of the wave and surf, or to reach across, letting the boat

take off on a plane. Sojwe zig-zagged, planing and surfing. When reaching,

there was always the danger of swooping t6o close to the wind, and then

the main would overpower: the jib, and we risked broaching as I hauled on

the tiller to bring her back down wind.

We timed ourselves through the measured mile transits west of Looe,

(A11 which we did in ten minutes; disappointing, but we had reined her in several

times. We made up for this on the second half of the trip, making Rame

Head in fifty minutes, a distance of nine miles. Away from the shore, the

seas were less steep and, reaching obliquely across them, we could plane

for long stretches.

The waves in Plymouth Sound were more intimidating, being funnelled

in from a wide catchment area. They build up a nd are made steep by the

shelving bottom. We made a fine reach to the middle of the Sound, gybed

round and reached in past the west end of the breakwater and west of Drakes

Island to the Hamoaze, where we screeched to a halt on the nearest bit

of the Mayflower Marina. We had sailed 22 miles in two-and-a-half hours.
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